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determine the activity of the neuron

Example tuning curve in primary
visual cortex (monkey)

[Hubel, Wiesel, 1962]

Example: tuning curve in primary
motor cortex (monkey)

[Georgopoulos, Schwartz, Kalaska, 1986]

What do populations of neurons represent?
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Fou n dations of Dy na m ic Fi eld Th eory
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Neural representations of metric values. (a) Tuning curves of three hypothetical neu
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deactivate portions of the
population: observe
predicted deviations of
saccadic endpoint

[after Lee, Rohrer, Sparks: Nature (1988)
in Chapter 3 of the book]
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Results of experiments of Lee et al. (1988). Each subfigure shows a flattened version

similar work in M
Purushothaman, G., & Bradley, Da. C. (2005). Neural population code for
ne perceptual decisions in area MT. Nature Neuroscience, 8(1), 99–
106

consensus, that localized populations of neurons best
correlated with behavio
there are subtle issues of noise and correlation in population
e.g., Cohen, Newsome J Neurosci 2009: about 1000 neurons needed to
match behavioral performance
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review: Shamir, M. (2014). Emerging principles of population coding: In
search for the neural code. Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 25, 140–148.
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=> population code

Neurophysiological grounding of DFT

Example 1: primary visual cortex A17 in the cat,
population representation of retinal location

Jancke, Erlhagen, Dinse, Akhavan, Giese, Steinhage, Schöner JNsci 19:9016 (99)
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Figure 1. A, Schematic illustration of the elementary stimuli (squares of ligh
foveal representation of the visual field. B, Composite stimuli were assembled
different separation distances of 0.4 –2.4°. The left stimulus component was
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Schematic illustration of the elementary stimuli (squares of light, 0.4 " 0.4°) presented at seven horizontally shifte
ntation of the visual field. B, Composite stimuli were assembled from combinations of the elementary stimuli and

J. Neurosci., October 15, 1999, 19(20):9016–9028 9019
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Figure 2. A, Average RF, corresponding to the tuning for location, of all 178 recorded neurons. Based on the peak responses in the PSTHs (40 – 65 msec
after stimulus onset) each RF profile was smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian in two dimensions (width, 0.64°). RF centers were derived by
calculating the centroid of each profile (compare Fig. 1 D3). For summation, the smoothed profiles were added with respect to their RF centers. The SD
was 0.6° (calculated for that part of the resulting average RF profile, which exceeded half of the maximal amplitude). This value of average RF width
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model by dynamic eld:

9024 J. Neurosci., October 15, 1999, 19(20):9016–9028
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Figure 9. Time-resolved analysis of interaction effects based on integrals of DPAs in a 0.8° wide band around the location of the nasally positioned
elementary stimulus (A, vertical arrow). The different composite stimuli are shown in column A. Column B contrasts the OLE-derived DPAs to composite
stimuli (solid line) with the responses to the single nasally positioned elementary stimulus (dashed line). At small distances, the activation to composite
stimuli had a significantly smaller latency accompanied by an earlier onset of the decay of the population activity as compared to the elementary stimuli.
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Neurophysiological grounding of DFT

Example 2: primary motor cortex (M1), population
representation of movement direction of the hand

Bastian, Riehle, Schöner, 2003
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Bastian, Riehle, Schöner, 2003

Tuning of neurons in MI to
movement direction
trials aligned by go signals, ordered by reaction time

hand lands on target
hand lifts off start button
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[after Bastian, Riehle, Schöner, submitted]

[Bastian, Riehle, Schöner, 2003]
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The temporal evolution of the population representation is shown for the condition of complete
information (Fig. 2A) and for the condition of two

target information (Fig. 2B). The following statements hold true for all movement directions: (1)
Neuronal activation increased in response to the
preparatory signal and in response to the response
signal. After a first maximum of activity following
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FIG. 2. The population representation of movement direction as
3
constructed from neural responses of a population of motor cortical
4
cells is shown when complete prior information (A, target 3 was
precued at PS and specified at RS) and two target prior information
5
(B, targets 3 and 4 were precued at PS and target 3 was specified
6
at RS) is provided. The time slices for the computation of the population distribution are 100 ms. Note how the population distribution
7
is preshaped in response to the preparatory signal. Location and
8
width of activation reflect the range and contents of prior information. If complete information is provided (A) the activation peak 9
is
localized over the precued target during the preparatory period and
30111
the distribution increases in activation and sharpens subsequent to
the RS. At two target prior information (B), the preshaped distribu1

Materials

FIG. 1. The dynamic field model of movement preparation represents the movement parameter ‘direction’ ("), by an activation field,
u("). Peaks of activation represent the parameter value at which
they are localized. The field evolves continuously in time as governed
by a dynamic system:
.
#uu(",t) = – u(",t) + !w(" – ") f (u(",t)) d"$
+v(t) + h(t) + S(",t)
.
#vv(t) = – v(t) + c!f(u(",t)) d"

[Bastian, Riehle, Erlhagen, Schöner, 98]

tion is centered broadly on the precued range, whereas after presen-

Sensory information associated with the preparatory signal, PS, and
the response signal, RS, is modelled as localized excitatory input,
S(",t) and global excitatory input, h (t ). Interaction within the field
(local excitation, global inhibition, w(" – ")) stabilizes a single local-
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Distributions of Population Activation
are abstract
neurons are not localized within DPA!
cortical neurons really are sensitive to many
dimension
motor: arm con guration, force directio
visual: many feature dimensions such as spatial frequency,
orientation, direction...
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=> DPA is a projection from that highdimensional space onto a single dimension

… back to the activation elds
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